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1 Catalogued correspondence (see list below)  
2-8 Numbered series (Arranged prior to transfer; see attached list)  
9 Correspondence, 1912 - 1958; Sacco/Vanzetti material  
10-11 Manuscripts and mimeographs  

Mimeographs of unpublished works (used in Hale's courses)

12-17 Legal Factors in Economic Society (editions 1 - 5, 1935-1947); Industrial Social Control
18 Relations
19 Social Control: Coercion and Distribution in a Supposedly Non-coercive State, n.d.

20 Works by others
21 Course material: Notes (mainly on Public Utilities)
22 Notes and miscellaneous exams
23 Syllabi, exams, grades, Columbia Law Faculty, 1919 - 1951
24-25 Printed works by Robert L. Hale
26-27 Printed - miscellaneous

Catalogued correspondents

Baruch, Bernard M.
Beard, Charles A.
Berle, Adolph A., Jr.
Black, Hugo L.
Bliven, Bruce
Burlingham, Charles C.
Burton, Harold H.
Butler, Nicholas Murray
Brandeis, Louis D.
Cardozo, Benjamin N.
Dewey, John
Douglas, Paul H.
Douglas, William O.
Fisher, Walter L.
Frank, Jerome New
Frankfurter, Felix
Gay, Edwin P.
Hand, Learned
Holmes, Oliver Wendell
Johnson, Alvin
Lerner, Max
Lippmann, Walter
Lowell, Abbott Lawrence
McAfee, George
Moon, Parker T.
Pound, Roscoe
Robinson, Gerold Tanquary
Rosenberg, James N.
Seligman, Edwin R. A.
Simkhovitch, Vladimir G.
Stone, Harlan Fiske
Taft, William Howard

Catalogued Manuscripts

Dewey, John
LIST OF CONTENTS OF FOLDERS OF HALE MATERIALS

1. Correspondence re: Carver article (Coercion and distribution)
2. Valuation and rate making
3. Economics and the statesman
4. Unofficial minorities
5. Physical value fallacy
6. Rate-making and the revision of the property concept
7. Political and economic review
8. Unconstitutional acts as federal crimes
9. Constitutional rights against private individuals
10. Nebbia and Lindheimer articles
11. Contract impairment article
12. Ghost of Smyth v Ames
13. "Duress"
14. Hope natural gas article
15. Fair-value merry-go-round
16. Commissions, rates, and policies
17. Our equivocal constitutional guaranties
18. What is a 'confiscatory' rate?
19. Conflicting judicial criteria of utility rates
20. Labor legislation as an enlargement of individual liberties
21. Force and the state
22. Supreme court and contract clause
23. Unconstitutional conditions and constitutional rights
24. Misc. mss of Hale, circa 1910s
25. Misc correspondence
26. Correspondence with H. O. Brown
27. Minutes of a seminar on government, 1945
28. Commons-Hale correspondence
29. Gardner's papers on Commons
30. Misc outlines and notes re law and economics
31. Materials re: Freedom Through Law
32. Examinations — Legal factors course (including precursor)
33. Correspondence: Nicholas Kelly
34. Correspondence re: criticism of constitutional system
35. "judicial policy" (Arthur R. Burns) — 1942
36. Misc notes, letters and outlines
37. Hale: letters to the editor
38. Hague brief: re: freedom of assembly
39. Outlines re: social control in economic life course
40. Misc. correspondence — "Blue Box" (first group; see folder 375)
41. The Valley News editorial
42. Correspondence re: Minna L. R. brief
43. Columbia law school curriculum studies 
44. Misc. Hale-Stone correspondence 
45. Correspondence re: academy of political science meeting, 1930 
46. Course outline: law of industrial relations
47. "legal factors in economic society"
48. Publications by Hale in labor law 
49. Materials on public utilities 
50. Research council in the social sciences — letters and reports
51. National lawyers guild (1940)
52. N. Y. college teachers union (1940)
53. Dorle-Hale correspondence
54. Lecture notes, jurisprudence, Beale, Spring 1909
55. Carbons of copies of letters from others praising Hale's articles
56. Misc. mes by Hale
57. Misc letters, notes and materials
58. Misc materials
59. Univ. of Chicago Mobilization Conference, 1951
60. Sacco-Vanzetti correspondence and materials
   Correspondence with T. R. Powell
61. Early letters and materials re single tax etc.
62. "Letters, scrap-book material, etc"
63. Correspondence re: Harvard alumni bulletin, 1912
64. Public lands, 1912
65. Materials re: public utilities course
66. Lecture notes, Economics 12b, fall 1905
67. Misc. letters and materials
68. Misc notes and materials
69. Misc letters
70. Misc letters and materials
71. Hale-Arthur S. Miller correspondence
72. Misc correspondence
73. Correspondence re N. T. Guernsey
74. Misc correspondence: "Blue Box" (second group; see folder #40)
76. Book reviews of Freedom Through Law

77. Materials from instructor period — Columbia economic department

78. "Political and economic review"

79. Hale: misc publications

80. Misc mss by Hale

81. Misc notes and materials

82. Materials: Legal Factors in Economic Society

83. Materials re: Social Control in Economic Life course

84. Correspondence with publishers

85. Amicus Curiae in Sweatt Case

86. Mss of "Coercion and Distribution"

87. Unpublished review of Carver

88. Correspondence and mss on international discrimination, 1920-21

89. Misc notes and materials

90. Mss by R. L. Hale

91. Misc mss by Hale

92. Correspondence and mss from Thomas W. Holland

93. Chapters from early attempt to systematize legal-economic thoughts

94. Misc. mss by Hale

95. Materials re: Restrictive Covenant Cases
List of Folders, Continued

Box 7
96. Misc believed to be drafts of 53 Harvard L. R.

Box 8
97. Misc ms pages and notes
98. Misc notes and materials
99. Misc of book reviews
100. Thesis, Government 10, Spring 1905
101. Report, Economics 6, Spring 1905
102. Hour exam, report, thesis, Philosophy, Fall 1905
103. Exam, Economics 2, Feb. 6, 1906
104. 1916 Mss.
105. Report, Jurisprudence, Spring 1909
106. Misc. Papers